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SUMMARY
Episodic memory retrieval is thought to rely on reactivation of the same content-sensitive neural activity pat-
terns initially expressed during memory encoding.1–6 Yet there are emerging examples of content represen-
tations expressed in different brain regions during encoding versus retrieval.7–14 Although these differences
have been observed by comparing encoding and retrieval tasks that differ in terms of perceptual experience
and cognitive demands, there aremany real-world contexts—e.g., meeting a new colleaguewho reminds you
of an old acquaintance—where the memory systemmight be intrinsically biased either toward encoding (the
new colleague) or retrieval (the old acquaintance).15,16 Here, we test whether intrinsic memory states, inde-
pendent of task demands, determine the cortical location of content representations. In a human fMRI study,
subjects (n = 33) viewed object images and were instructed to either encode the current object or retrieve a
similar object from memory. Using pattern classifiers, we show that biases toward encoding versus retrieval
were reflected in large-scale attentional networks.17–19 Critically, memory states decoded from these net-
works—even when entirely independent from task instructions—predicted shifts of object representations
from visual cortex (encoding) to ventral parietal cortex (retrieval). Finally, visual versus ventral parietal
cortices exhibited differential connectivity with the hippocampus during memory encoding versus retrieval,
consistent with the idea that the hippocampus mediates cortical shifts in content representations. Collec-
tively, these findings demonstrate that intrinsic biases toward memory encoding versus retrieval determine
the specific cortical locations that express content information.
RESULTS

The main experiment was divided into two phases: list 1 (prior to

fMRI scanning) and list 2 (during fMRI scanning) (Figure 1). In

list 1, subjects learned a set of 24 object images (e.g., bench,

fan, etc.). In list 2, subjects saw a new set of 24 object images.

Critically, each list 2 image was from the same category as a

list 1 image (e.g., a new bench and a new fan) and was preceded

by a cue instructing subjects to either encode the current

stimulus (encode instruction) or retrieve the corresponding

list 1 stimulus (retrieve instruction) (Figure 1). Each list 2 image

was presented 16 times across 8 fMRI scan runs and always

with the same instruction cue (encode or retrieve). No behavioral

response was required for either trial type.

Cortical Location of Object Representations Shifts with
Changes in Memory States
We first tested whether the cortical location of stimulus-specific

object representations was influenced by encode versus retrieve

instructions. We measured stimulus representations in visual

and parietal cortices using eight previously described regions

of interest (ROIs).11 These eight ROIs corresponded to visual
Curren
cortical regions (early visual cortex [V1], lateral occipital cortex

[LO], and ventral temporal cortex [VTC]), ventral parietal regions

(the ventral aspect of lateral intraparietal sulcus [vLatIPS],

angular gyrus [AnG], and ventral intraparietal sulcus [vIPS]),

and dorsal parietal regions (posterior intraparietal sulcus [pIPS]

and the dorsal aspect of lateral intraparietal sulcus [dLatIPS]).

On the basis of prior findings,11,20 we predicted that ventral pa-

rietal regions (in particular, the AnG) would exhibit a relative bias

toward representing past experiences, whereas visual regions

would exhibit a relative bias toward representing current percep-

tual experience. In other words, we predicted that encode versus

retrieve instructions would differentially influence object repre-

sentations in ventral parietal versus visual regions. Although we

did not have specific predictions about dorsal parietal regions,

we included these ROIs for consistency with prior work11 and

as a point of contrast, given evidence of functional dissociations

between ventral and dorsal parietal regions.11,21,22 To test for

stimulus-specific representations, we correlated activity pat-

terns corresponding to the same object (within-object correla-

tions) and, from this value, subtracted the mean correlation for

activity patterns corresponding to different object (across-object

correlations; Figure 2A). All correlations were performed by using
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Figure 1. Task Design

During list 1, subjects studied images of individual objects (e.g., bench and

fan). All list 1 objects were studied four times, across four unscanned runs.

During list 2, subjects saw novel objects that were from the same categories as

the items shown in list 1 (e.g., a new bench and a new fan). Preceding each list

2 object was an instruction cue: either ‘‘NEW’’ or ‘‘OLD.’’ The NEW cue

signaled that subjects were to encode the current item (e.g., the new bench).

The OLD cue signaled that subjects were to retrieve the corresponding item

from list 1 (e.g., the old fan). We refer to these two trial types as ‘‘encode in-

struction’’ and ‘‘retrieve instruction,’’ respectively. Each list 2 object was

presented twice in each of eight scanned runs. The instruction cue associated

with each list 2 object remained consistent throughout the experiment (always

encode or always retrieve).
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data from independent runs (see STARMethods). The difference

between within-object and across-object correlations was our

critical dependent measure; values greater than 0 constituted

positive evidence for stimulus-specific representations.

Figure 2B shows stimulus-specific representations as a func-

tion of instruction across the eight ROIs. We first focused on vi-

sual versus ventral parietal regions. Consistent with our predic-

tion, a repeated-measures ANOVA with factors of instruction

(encode and retrieve) and cortical location (visual and ventral pa-

rietal) revealed a significant interaction between instruction and

cortical location (F1;32 = 6.185; p = 0.0183). In other words, in-

structions differentially influenced stimulus representations in vi-

sual regions versus ventral parietal regions (also see Figure S1A).

Within ventral parietal regions, significant stimulus-specific

representations were observed during retrieve trials (mean z =

0.0136; SD = 0.0225; t32 = 3.4654; p = 0.0015), but not during

encode trials (mean z = 0.0018; SD = 0.0221; t32 = 0.4701; p =

0.641), and representations were significantly stronger during

retrieve than encode trials (t test: t32 = 2.1585; p = 0.0385) (Fig-

ure 2C). In contrast, within visual regions, stimulus-specific rep-

resentations were significant both during encode trials (t32 =

8.7788; p < 0.001) and retrieve trials (t32 = 9.9331; p <

0.001), and there was no difference between encode and retrieve

trials (t32 = 0.2430; p = 0.8096) (Figure 2C).

A separate repeated-measures ANOVA also revealed

that instructions differentially influenced stimulus representa-

tions in ventral versus dorsal parietal regions (F1;32 = 6.185;

p = 0.0046). Within dorsal parietal regions, stimulus-specific

representations were significant both during encode trials

(t32 = 2.5078; p = 0.0174) and retrieve trials (t32 = 2.6561;

p = 0.0122), and there was no difference between encode and

retrieve trials (t32 = 0.1361; p = 0.8926) (Figure 2C). Thus, there

was a clear dissociation between ventral and dorsal parietal re-

gions, and ventral regions selectively exhibited a bias toward

stronger stimulus representations during retrieve than encode tri-

als. Notably, when considering univariate effects of instruction,
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an opposite dissociation was observed: there was a significant

difference (retrieve > encode) in dorsal, but not ventral, parietal

regions (Figure S2B).

Memory States Are Decodable from Large-Scale
Attentional Networks
We next tested whether memory states (encoding versus

retrieval) are reflected in patterns of activity within three large-

scale attentional networks: the frontoparietal control network

(FPCN), the dorsal attention network (DAN), and the ventral

attention network (VAN).23 These attentional networks have pre-

viously been shown to carry information about task states,24 to

be involved in establishing internal attention,25 and to reflect

distinct memory states in broadly distributed patterns of activa-

tion.17,18,26 To test whether the attentional networks carried

unique information about intrinsic memory states, we also

included the visual network (VisN)23 as a ‘‘control’’ network.

We predicted that, although VisN would be sensitive to superfi-

cial differences between encode versus retrieve trials (in partic-

ular, the instruction cue), it would not reflect higher level, intrinsic

memory states.24

To determine whether networks carried information about

memory states, we used cross-validated pattern classification

analysesandpermutationprocedures toestablishchanceperfor-

mance (see STAR Methods). Classification accuracy was above

chance for each network (FPCN: M = 57.81%, SD = 7.466%,

t32 = 5.907, p < 0.001; DAN: M = 62.58%, SD = 8.618%, t32 =

8.278, p < 0.001; VAN: M = 54.49%, SD = 4.375%, t32 = 5.817,

p < 0.001; VisN, M = 62.76%, SD = 6.751%, t32 = 10.67, p <

0.001) (Figure 3). Because we did not have a priori predictions

about differences between the attentional networks, all subse-

quent analyses combined data across the three attentional

networks but included network as a factor. For additional charac-

terization of networks and sub-networks, see Figure S3.

Decoded Memory States Predict Cortical Location of
Stimulus Representations
We next tested whether memory states decoded from the atten-

tional networks predicted the relative strength of stimulus-spe-

cific representations in ventral parietal versus visual regions.

Among the ventral parietal regions, here, we specifically focused

on the AnG because, in contrast to the other ventral parietal ROIs

(vLatIPS and vIPS), the AnG was largely non-overlapping with

the attentional networks (see STAR Methods). Among the visual

regions, we specifically focused on the VTC given prior evidence

of functional dissociations between the VTC and AnG.20,27,28

We first grouped objects according to evidence derived from

the pattern classifiers (‘‘encoding state’’ or ‘‘retrieval state’’), irre-

spective of the actual instruction (encode and retrieve) that ob-

jectswereassociatedwith (seeSTARMethods). A repeated-mea-

sures ANOVA with factors of cortical location (AnG and VTC),

decoded memory state (encoding and retrieval), and attentional

network (FPCN, DAN, and VAN) revealed a significant two-way

interaction between cortical location and decodedmemory state

(F1;32 = 9.481; p = 0.0042). This interaction was driven by rela-

tively stronger stimulus representations in theAnGduring retrieval

than encoding states and relatively stronger stimulus representa-

tions in theVTCduringencoding than retrieval states (FigureS1B).

The interaction between cortical location and decoded memory
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Figure 2. Stimulus-Specific Representations across Cortical Regions as a Function of Instruction
(A) Object representations were indexed by performing Pearson correlations between spatial patterns of activity (beta values) from odd and even scan runs.

Stimulus-specific representations were calculated by subtracting the mean correlation between different objects (across-object correlations) from the mean

correlation between the same objects (within-object correlations). Across-object correlations were always performed within instruction condition.

(B) Stimulus-specific representations for each cortical location as a function of instruction condition (encode, orange; retrieve, teal).

(C) Difference in the strength of stimulus-specific representations for encode versus retrieve instruction trials, for three broad cortical regions (visual, dorsal

parietal, and ventral parietal). Values toward the left (< 0) reflect stronger stimulus representations during retrieve trials; values toward the right (> 0) reflect

stronger stimulus representations during encode trials. Stimulus representations in ventral parietal regions were significantly stronger during retrieve than encode

trials and exhibited a significantly stronger bias toward retrieval than did visual regions (ventral parietal versus visual: p = 0.0183) or dorsal parietal regions (ventral

parietal versus dorsal parietal: p = 0.0046). *p < 0.05.

Error bars are standard error of the mean. See also Figure S2.
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state did not significantly vary by attentional network (three-way

interaction: F2;64 = 2.476; p = 0.0921). Critically, the finding

that the AnG and VTC representations were differentially influ-

enced by decoded memory states mirrors the effects we

observed across ventral parietal and visual regions when consid-

ering actual trial instructions (Figures 2B and S1A). A significant

and qualitatively similar interaction between cortical location

and decoded memory state was also observed when memory

states were decoded from VisN (F1;32 = 5.841; p = 0.0215).

Although the preceding analyses establish a critical relation-

ship between decoded memory states and the cortical location

of object representations, the approach does not establish that

the classifiers indexed memory states that were independent

from the actual instructions. In other words, to the extent that

the classifiers were generally accurate, then decoded memory

states might simply be redundant with trial instructions. How-

ever, prior behavioral studies have demonstrated that fluctua-

tions between encoding versus retrieval states can be dissoci-

ated from current task demands,15,16 and prior neuroimaging

studies have shown that memory states decoded from patterns

of neural activity predict behavioral expressions of memory,

evenwhen controlling for instructions17,18 or in the absence of in-

structions altogether.17,19 Motivated by these prior findings, we

next tested whether decoded memory states predicted the

cortical location of object representations even when controlling

for the instruction on each trial. To do this, we again generated

encoding state and retrieval state groups, but we did so within

each instruction condition, thereby dissociating decoded mem-

ory states from task instructions (see Figure 3B and STAR

Methods).

A repeated-measures ANOVA with factors of cortical location

(AnG and VTC), decoded memory state (encoding and retrieval),

instruction (encode and retrieve), and attentional network

(FPCN, DAN, and VAN) again revealed a significant two-way

interaction between cortical location and decodedmemory state

(F1;32 = 5.711; p = 0.0229). Qualitatively, the interactionmirrored

the pattern from the preceding analysis: stimulus-specific
representations in the AnG were relatively stronger during

retrieval than encoding states, whereas representations in the

VTCwere relatively stronger during encoding than retrieval states

(Figures 3C, 3D, and S1C). The interaction between cortical loca-

tion and decoded memory state did not differ according to the

attentional network from which memory states were decoded

(F2;64 = 0.399; p = 0.673) (Figure 3C). Moreover, the interaction

betweencortical location anddecodedmemory statealsodidnot

differ as a function of actual instructions (F1;32 = 0.26; p = 0.613;

Figure 3D). Bayes factor analysis revealed that a model without

instruction as a factor is preferred to a model with instruction by

a factor of 2.64. Thus, decoded memory states and instructions

each had an influence on shifts in cortical representations, but

these influenceswere additive. Qualitatively, this was particularly

evident for stimulus representations in the AnG, which were

numerically highest when the instruction was to retrieve, and

the decoded memory state was retrieval and numerically lowest

when the instruction was to encode and the decoded memory

state was encoding (Figure S1D).

Notably, when controlling for instructions, the interaction be-

tween cortical location and decoded memory state was not sig-

nificant when memory states were decoded from VisN (F1;32 =

0.051; p = 0.822). Moreover, an ANOVA with factors of network

(attentional versus VisN), decoded memory state, and cortical

location revealed a significant three-way interaction (F1;32 =

7.453; p = 0.0102) (Figure 3C). This interaction indicates that

shifts in the cortical location of stimulus representations were

better predicted by memory states decoded from attentional

networks than by memory states decoded from VisN, despite

the fact that overall decoding accuracy was quite high in VisN.

Medial Temporal Lobe Stimulus Representations and
Connectivity
Although we had an a priori interest in stimulus-specific repre-

sentations in parietal versus visual regions,11 recent evidence

also suggests that representations in the medial temporal lobe

(MTL) are stronger during retrieval than during perception.12
Current Biology 31, 1119–1126, March 8, 2021 1121
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B Figure 3. Memory State Decoding and Stim-

ulus-Specific Representations

(A) Cross-validated classification of encode versus

retrieve instruction trials in three attentional net-

works (FPCN, DAN, and VAN) and the visual

network (VisN). Decoding was significantly above

chance, as determined by permutation procedures,

in each network.

(B) To assess stimulus-specific representations as a

function of decoded state (encoding and retrieval)

while controlling for actual instruction (encode and

retrieve), the twelve objects within each instruction

condition were median-split into ‘‘encoding state’’

and ‘‘retrieval state’’ groups according to the relative

strength of classifier evidence (see STAR Methods).

Note: although illustrated separately here, encode

instruction trials (top) and retrieve instruction

trials (bottom) were randomly intermixed in the

experiment.

(C) Biases in stimulus-specific representations (en-

coding state > retrieval state) in the AnG and VTC as

a function of the network from which memory states

were decoded, controlling for instruction condition

as described in (B). A shift in stimulus representa-

tions from the VTC (relatively stronger during en-

coding state) to the AnG (relatively stronger during

retrieval state) was observed when memory states

were decoded from the attentional networks (FPCN,

DAN, and VAN), but not when they were decoded

from the visual network (VisN).

(D) Stimulus-specific representations for encoding

states > retrieval states are shown averaged across

the three attentional networks (FPCN, DAN, and VAN) and are separated by actual instruction (encode, orange; retrieve, teal). We found a significant interaction

between cortical location (AnG and VTC) and decodedmemory state (p = 0.0229), indicating that the cortical location of object representations was predicted by

memory states decoded from attentional networks.

Error bars are standard error of the mean. ***p < 0.001. See also Figures S1 and S3.
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Accordingly, we assessed stimulus-specific representations in

two hippocampal regions (CA1; CA23/DG) and three cortical

MTL regions (entorhinal cortex [ERC], perirhinal cortex [PRC],

and parahippocampal cortex [PHC]). For the hippocampal

ROIs, a repeated-measures ANOVA with factors of instruction

(encode and retrieve) and region (CA1 and CA23/DG)

revealed a significant main effect of instruction (F1;32 = 5.796;

p = 0.022) (Figure 4A), and therewere greater stimulus represen-

tations during retrieve than encode instruction trials. Similarly, for

the MTL cortical ROIs, a repeated-measures ANOVA with fac-

tors of instruction and region (ERC, PRC, and PHC) also revealed

a main effect of instruction (F1;32 = 4.726; p = 0.0372) (Fig-

ure 4A), again with stronger stimulus representations during

retrieve than encode instruction trials.

Interestingly, instructions did not have any influence on univar-

iate responses in the hippocampus or cortical MTL ROIs, nor did

any of these ROIs support successful classification of memory

states (Figures S4A and S4B). However, given the putative role

of the hippocampus in establishing memory states15,16,29 and

given the proposal that parietal regions exhibit a bias toward rep-

resenting retrieved content because of their connectivity with the

hippocampus,14 we conducted a beta series correlation30 to test

whether connectivity between the hippocampus and cortical tar-

gets (visual versus ventral parietal regions) differed for encode

versus retrieve trials. Specifically, we correlated trial-level beta

values in CA1 and CA23/DG with each visual and ventral parietal
1122 Current Biology 31, 1119–1126, March 8, 2021
ROI, separately for encode and retrieve instruction trials. A

repeated-measuresANOVAwith factors of hippocampal subfield

(CA1 and CA23/DG), instruction (encode and retrieve), and

cortical target (V1, LO, VTC, vLatIPS, AnG, and vIPS) revealed a

significant interaction between instruction and cortical target

(F5;160 = 3.792; p = 0.0028; Figure 4B). Qualitatively, this interac-

tion was driven by greater connectivity between the hippocam-

pus and ventral parietal regionsduring retrieve thanencode trials,

whereas connectivity with visual regions showed little difference

across instruction conditions. A more targeted analysis, which

averagedacross the visualROIs (V1, LO, andVTC) and the ventral

parietal ROIs (vLatIPS, AnG, and vIPS) again revealed an interac-

tion between instruction and cortical target (F1;32 = 5.467; p =

0.0258), and ventral parietal regions exhibited significantly

greater connectivity with the hippocampus during retrieve than

encode trials (t32 = 2.2634;p = 0.0305) althoughconnectivity be-

tween visual regions and the hippocampus did not significantly

differ for encode versus retrieve trials (t32 = 0.1154; p =

0.9082). Finally, considering the AnG, specifically, connectivity

with the hippocampus was markedly stronger during retrieve

than encode trials (t32 = 3.1896; p = 0.0032).

DISCUSSION

Here, we show that the cortical representations of visual objects

shift with changes in memory states. This effect was most



A B Figure 4. Medial Temporal Lobe Stimulus

Representations and Connectivity

(A) Difference in the strength of stimulus-specific

representations for encode versus retrieve in-

struction trials in the hippocampus (CA1 and CA23/

DG) and medial temporal lobe cortical regions

(entorhinal cortex, ERC; perirhinal cortex, PRC;

parahippocampal cortex, PHC). Values toward the

left (< 0) reflect stronger stimulus representations

during retrieve trials; values toward the right (>0)

reflect stronger stimulus representations during

encode trials. For the hippocampus and medial

temporal lobe cortical regions, stimulus represen-

tations were significantly stronger during retrieve

than encode trials.

(B) Difference in correlation (encode-retrieve trials) between trial-level univariate responses in the hippocampus (CA1 and CA23/DG) and in visual and ventral

parietal regions. Values toward the left (< 0) reflect stronger correlations with the hippocampus during retrieve than encode trials. Values toward the right (> 0)

reflect stronger correlations with the hippocampus during encode than retrieve trials.

Error bars are standard error of the mean. See also Figure S4.
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pronounced in ventral parietal cortex, where stimulus-specific

representations were markedly stronger during memory retrieval

than during memory encoding. The shift in content representa-

tions was evident when comparing stimulus representations as

a function of task instructions (encode versus retrieve), despite

a lack of perceptual or behavioral differences between these tri-

als. Moreover—and critically—the same shift was also evident

when comparing stimulus representations as a function of mem-

ory states (encoding and retrieval) that were decoded from large-

scale attentional networks—even when decodedmemory states

were entirely independent from task instructions.

The fact that ventral parietal cortex contained content repre-

sentations during memory retrieval, but not during memory en-

coding (Figure 2B), is a striking aspect of our findings. This

finding bears a strong resemblance to recent evidence that ro-

dent parietal cortex preferentially represents sensory information

from past environmental states over sensory information from

current environmental states.10 Importantly, the idea that some

brain regions preferentially, or even selectively, represent past

experiences over present experience is not accounted for by

the phenomenon of reactivation, which, by definition, explains

representations at retrieval as a re-expression of encoding-

related activity patterns.1–6 Although our findings do not argue

against the idea that reactivation occurs—and our experimental

design did not directly test for reactivation—our findings support

the emerging idea of systematic differences in the cortical loca-

tion of content representations during memory encoding versus

memory retrieval.7–14 In particular, our findings are consistent

with recent arguments of a spatial transformation wherein repre-

sentations initially encoded by visual cortex are systematically

re-expressed in parietal cortex during memory retrieval.9–11

More broadly, our findings are also consistent with the idea

that the AnG plays an important role in processing internally

generated information,31 which might include memories,11,28

thoughts,32 or even simulations of future events.33 However,

whereas traditional views proposed that these contributions

reflect content-general processes,34,35 our findings underscore

that the AnG maintains detailed (stimulus-specific) representa-

tions of internally generated content.11,28,36

Why does ventral parietal cortex preferentially represent con-

tent retrieved from memory as compared to content encoded
from the current environment? Although there aremultiple poten-

tial accounts of such biases (for detailed consideration of these

accounts, see Favila et al.14), one account that is particularly

consistent with the present results is that a bias toward retrieved

content is the result of strong connectivity with—or drive from—

the hippocampus.7,14 This account ismotivated by evidence that

the defaultmode network, ofwhich the AnG is a core component,

is functionally coupled with the hippocampus,37,38 particularly

during memory retrieval.39,40 Here, we provide direct and unique

support for this account by demonstrating, within a single exper-

imental paradigm, that (1) patterns of activity in the AnGexhibited

a bias toward representing retrieved content over encoded con-

tent and (2) evoked responses in the AnG were more strongly

correlated with responses in the hippocampus during memory

retrieval than during memory encoding. More generally, given

the diversity of connections between the hippocampus and

neocortex,41 and given the putative role of the hippocampus

in establishing biases between encoding versus retrieval

states,42–44 the hippocampus is well positioned tomediate trans-

formations in the cortical expressions of mnemonic content.

In designing our experimental paradigm, a point of emphasis

was to minimize differences between encode and retrieve trials

so as to constrain potential accounts of why content representa-

tionsmight shift across these conditions. In particular, to support

our argument that content representations shift with intrinsic

memory states, it was important to rule out the possibility that

the shift in content representations was an artifact of differences

in the specific tasks that were used. To this end, encode and

retrieve trials were perceptually matched (cf. Xiao et al.9 and Fa-

vila et al.11) and neither trial type required a behavioral response.

The lack of behavioral response is notable in that retrieval tasks

often involve a stronger decision-making component than en-

coding tasks, which could explain a greater involvement of pari-

etal cortex during retrieval.4,45,46 Even in the absence of behav-

ioral responses, however, it is still possible that retrieve trials

weremore effortful than encode trials. Yet it is notable that effort-

ful memory retrieval decisions have specifically been associated

with dorsal parietal regions and not ventral parietal regions,21

whereas the bias toward retrieved content that we observed

was significantly stronger and selectively present in ventral pari-

etal regions. However, the most compelling evidence in support
Current Biology 31, 1119–1126, March 8, 2021 1123
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of an account based on intrinsic memory states comes from our

use of pattern classification analyses to index fluctuations be-

tween encoding and retrieval states. Strikingly, the pattern of re-

sults we observed when memory states were decoded from

attentional networks—even when these states were fully inde-

pendent from task instructions—was qualitatively identical to

the pattern of results we observed when considering explicit trial

instructions (Figure 3D). The fact that decoded memory states

predicted shifts in content representations that were indepen-

dent of task instructions provides critical support for our argu-

ment that shifts in the cortical location of content representations

were not a product of differences in encoding versus retrieval

tasks but of differences in intrinsic memory states. This point is

important and relevant when considering that biases toward

memory encoding versus retrieval are often independent of

any explicit task demands.15,16

The fact that attentional networks, in particular, carried

information about intrinsic memory states is notable for several

reasons. First, this finding complements recent evidence that in-

ternal attention specifically involves interactions between atten-

tional networks and the default mode network (of which AnG is a

core component).25,47 Second, although we did not observe dif-

ferences across the attentional networks (FPCN, DAN, and VAN)

in terms of the degree towhich these networks predicted shifts in

the cortical location of stimulus representations (Figure 3C), we

did observe a statistical dissociation between the attentional

networks and the visual network. Namely, memory states de-

coded from the visual network (when controlling for trial instruc-

tions) did not predict cortical shifts in content representations

(Figure 3C). Our interpretation is that, although the visual network

supported robust classification of encode versus retrieve trials

(Figure 3A), this classification was at least partly driven by super-

ficial differences between the conditions (e.g., the visual word

form of the instruction cue). In contrast, activity patterns in the

attentional networks were, putatively, less sensitive to superficial

differences between encode versus retrieve trials and more sen-

sitive to intrinsicmemory states. Third, and relatedly, the fact that

memory states decoded from attentional networks predicted

cortical shifts in content representations that were independent

from actual trial instructions demonstrates that these networks

were not simply tracking explicit task demands. This point is

important in light of evidence, in other contexts, that memory

states decoded from frontoparietal regions can be largely driven

by explicit task demands.26

Altogether, our findings indicate that the cortical location of

content representations is fundamentally determined bywhether

attention is internally oriented to memories or externally oriented

to current perceptual experience. These findings have important

implications for understanding how the memory system orches-

trates the encoding of new experience with the retrieval of past

experience.
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The raw, de-identified data and the associated experimental and analysis codes used in this study can be accessed via the Open

Science Foundation (https://osf.io/fdnh7/).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Subjects
35 (22 female; mean age = 21 years, range: 18–28 years) right-handed, native English speakers from the University of Oregon com-

munity participated. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Informed consent was obtained in accordance with the

University of Oregon Institutional Review Board. Two subjects were excluded from the final dataset for excessive headmotion during

scanning. Thus, data are reported for the remaining 33 subjects.

METHOD DETAILS

Stimuli and Design
Overview

The experiment was divided into three phases: List 1, List 2, and Recognition Test. List 1 and List 2 were completed while subjects

were in the MRI scanner and the Recognition Test was completed after subjects exited the scanner.

Stimuli

Stimuli consisted of 96 object images drawn from a database of categorized images.58 Four exemplars were drawn from each of 24

object categories (e.g., 4 images of benches). For each subject, one exemplar from each object category served as a List 1 item, one

as a List 2 item, and the two remaining exemplars served as lures for the recognition phase. Object condition assignment was

randomly generated for each subject.
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List 1

On each trial, subjects saw a single object presented for 2000ms followed by a 500ms inter-stimulus interval (ISI; Figure 1). Subjects

were instructed to study the presented object in anticipation for a later memory test. Subjects completed 4 runs of List 1 trials with 24

objects per run, yielding a total of 96 List 1 trials. List 1 was completed during the high-resolution anatomical T1 scan (see below).

List 2

Each List 2 trial began with an instruction cue – either ‘‘OLD’’ or ‘‘NEW’’ – which was presented for 1000ms. The cue was followed by

an object image for 2000 ms. All objects in List 2 were non-identical exemplars drawn from identical categories as the objects pre-

sented in the immediately preceding List 1. For example, if a subject saw a bench and a fan during List 1, a different bench and a

different fan would be presented during List 2. On trials with a NEW instruction subjects were asked to encode the presented object.

We refer to these trials as ‘encode instruction’ trials throughout themanuscript. On trials with anOLD instruction, subjects were asked

to retrieve the categorically identical item from the preceding List 1 (e.g., the previously encoded fan). We refer to these trials as

‘retrieve instruction’ trials throughout the manuscript. Importantly, the design prevented subjects from completely ignoring List 2

items following retrieve instructions because subjects could only identify the to-be-retrieved object by processing the current List

2 item. Note: neither the encode or retrieve instructions required a behavioral response from subjects. After each object image, there

was a 5000 ms ISI during which subjects made odd/even judgments, via button press, for two individually presented single-digit

numbers.

The List 2 trials were distributed across 8 fMRI scan runs with 2 presentations of each of the 24 List 2 objects in each run, yielding a

grand total of 16 repetitions for each List 2 object. Within each run, each of the 24 objects was presented once, in random order,

before the 2nd presentation of any of the objects (which was also in random order). The instruction cue associated with each object

was fixed across the entire List 2 phase (e.g., bench would always be presented with the encode instruction and fan would always be

presented with the retrieve instruction). Of the 24 List 2 objects, half were associated with a retrieve instruction and half with an

encode instruction. Object-instruction pairings were randomly assigned for each subject.

Recognition Test
After exiting the scanner, subjects completed a forced-choice recognition test. On each trial, subjects saw two exemplars from the

same object category (e.g., two benches). One object had previously been encountered either during List 1 or 2. The other object was

a lure and had not been presented during the experiment. Subjects selected (via mouse click) the previously presented object. Sub-

jects had 4000 ms to respond and all responses were made within this time window. Trials were separated by a 1000 ms ISI. There

were a total of 48 recognition trials (corresponding to the 24 List 1 items and 24 List 2 items). Note: List 1 and List 2 items never ap-

peared in the same trial together, thus subjects never had to choose between two previously presented items. List 1 and List 2 items

were randomly intermixed in the recognition test. Accuracy on the recognition test was 100% for every subject and is therefore not

analyzed further.

fMRI Data Acquisition
Imaging data were collected on a Siemens 3T Skyra scanner at the Robert and Beverly Lewis Center for NeuroImaging at the Uni-

versity of Oregon. Before the functional imaging, a whole-brain high-resolution anatomical scan was conducted for each subject us-

ing a T1-weighted protocol (grid size 2563 256; 176 sagittal slices; voxel size 13 13 1 mm). Next, a custom anatomical T2 coronal

scan was conducted for each subject (TR = 13,520 ms; TE = 88 ms; flip angle = 150+; grid size 5123 512; 65 contiguous slices ori-

ented perpendicularly to the main axis of the hippocampus; interleaved acquisition; FOV = 220 mm; voxel size = 0.43 0.43 2 mm;

GRAPPA factor = 259). Prior to the List 2 phase, a resting state scan was conducted (not analyzed here). Functional images were

collected using a T2*-weighted multi-band accelerated EPI sequence (TR = 2 s; TE = 36ms; flip angle = 90+; grid size 124 3 124;

72 contiguous slices oriented parallel to the hippocampus; voxel size 1.7 3 1.7 3 1.7 mm). Note: because our primary focus was

on visual and parietal cortices, we used a high-resolution protocol for functional images that prioritized spatial resolution in posterior

regions over whole brain coverage. In particular, for most subjects a small portion of superior frontal cortex was omitted from the

functional scans. Eight functional scans were collected, each consisting of 198 volumes. Following the eight functional scans, we

collected a second resting state scan (not analyzed here).

fMRI Data Analysis
All fMRI preprocessing was performed using fMRIPrep 1.4.048,49, which is based on Nipype 1.2.050,51.

Anatomical data preprocessing
The T1-weighted (T1w) imagewas corrected for intensity non-uniformity withN4BiasFieldCorrection,60 distributed with ANTs 2.2.0,52

and used as the T1w-reference throughout theworkflow. The T1w-referencewas then skull-strippedwith aNipype implementation of

the antsBrainExtraction.sh workflow (from ANTs), using OASIS30ANTs as the target template. Brain tissue segmentation of cerebro-

spinal fluid (CSF), white-matter (WM) and gray-matter (GM) was performed on the brain-extracted T1w using fast (FSL 5.0.953). Brain

surfaces were reconstructed using recon-all (FreeSurfer 6.0.154) and the brain mask generated from the T1w-reference was further

refined using a custom variation of Mindboggle’s method to reconcile ANTs-derived and FreeSurfer-derived segmentations of the

cortical gray-matter.55 Volume-based spatial normalization to one standard space (MNI152Nlin2009cAsym) was performed through

nonlinear registration with antsRegistration, using brain-extracted versions of both the T1w reference and the T1w template. The
e2 Current Biology 31, 1119–1126.e1–e5, March 8, 2021
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following template was selected for spatial normalization: ICBM 152 Nonlinear Asymmetrical template version 2009c56 (Template-

Flow ID: MNI152Nlin2009cAsym).

Functional Data Preprocessing
For each of the 8 functional runs per subject, the following preprocessing was performed. First, a reference volume and its skull-strip-

ped version were generated using a custommethodology of fMRIPrep. The BOLD reference was then co-registered to the T1w refer-

ence using bbregister (FreeSurfer). Co-registration was configured with nine degrees of freedom to account for distortions remaining

in the BOLD reference. Head-motion parameters with respect to the BOLD reference (transformation matrices, and six correspond-

ing rotation and translation parameters) were estimated before any spatiotemporal filtering using mcflirt (FSL61).

BOLD runswere slice-timecorrectedusing3dTshift fromAFNI20160207.57 TheBOLD time-serieswere resampled to surfaceson the

following spaces: fsnative, fsaverage. The BOLD time-series (including slice-timing correctionwhen applied) were resampled onto their

original, native space by applying a single, composite transform to correct for head-motion and susceptibility distortions. These re-

sampled BOLD time-series will be referred to as preprocessed BOLD. Several confounding time-series were calculated based on

the preprocessed BOLD: framewise displacement (FD), DVARS and three region-wise global signals. FD and DVARS were calculated

for each functional run using their implementations in Nipype (following the definitions by62). The three global signals were extracted

within the CSF, theWM, and the whole-brain masks. Additionally, a set of physiological regressors were extracted to allow for compo-

nent-basednoisecorrection (CompCor63).Principal componentswereestimatedafter high-passfiltering thepreprocessedBOLD time-

series (using adiscrete cosine filterwith 128s cut-off) for the twoCompCor variants: temporal (tCompCor) andanatomical (aCompCor).

tCompCor components were then calculated from the top 5% variable voxels within a mask covering the subcortical regions. This

subcortical mask was obtained by heavily eroding the brain mask, which ensures it does not include cortical GM regions. For aComp-

Cor, componentswerecalculatedwithin the intersectionof theaforementionedmaskand theunionofCSFandWMmaskscalculated in

T1w space, after their projection to the native space of each functional run (using the inverse BOLD-to-T1w transformation). Compo-

nents were also calculated separately within the WM and CSF masks. For each CompCor decomposition, the k components with the

largest singular values were retained, such that the retained components’ time series were sufficient to explain 50 percent of variance

across thenuisancemask (CSF,WM,combined,or temporal). The remainingcomponentsweredropped fromconsideration. Thehead-

motion estimates calculated in the correction stepwere also placedwithin the corresponding confounds file. The confound time series

derived fromheadmotionestimatesandglobal signalswereexpandedwith the inclusionof temporalderivativesandquadratic terms for

each.64All resamplingswereperformedwithasingle interpolationstepbycomposingall thepertinent transformations (i.e., head-motion

transformmatrices, susceptibility distortion correctionwhen available, and co-registrations to anatomical and output spaces). Gridded

(volumetric) resamplings were performed using antsApplyTransforms (ANTs), configured with Lanczos interpolation to minimize the

smoothing effects of other kernels.65 Non-gridded (surface) resamplings were performed usingmri_vol2surf (FreeSurfer).

Network and Region of Interest Selection
We decoded memory states in four previously defined resting-state networks.23 We focused on three attentional networks (fronto-

parietal control network, FPCN; dorsal attention network, DAN; ventral attention network, VAN) and the visual network (VisN). These

networks have been shown to represent both stimulus features and task goals.24 The resting-state networks were generated for each

subject using their high-resolution anatomical image and the FreeSurfer cortical parcellation scheme (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.

edu). The networks were then co-registered to the functional data.

We assessed stimulus representations in eight regions of interest (ROIs): V1, lateral occipital cortex (LO), ventral temporal cortex

(VTC), posterior intraparietal sulcus (pIPS), dorsolateral intraparietal sulcus (dLatIPS), ventral intraparietal sulcus (vIPS), angular gyrus

(AnG), and ventrolateral intraparietal sulcus (vLatIPS). These ROIs were generated in each subject’s native space, following proced-

ures described in our previous work.11 Of particular note, the AnG ROI was comprised of subcomponents of the default mode

network, which was not one of the networks from which memory states were decoded.

As in our prior study,11 for some analyses we grouped the eight ROIs according to three broad cortical regions: visual (V1, LO, and

VTC), dorsal parietal (pIPS and dLatIPS), and ventral parietal (vIPS, AnG, and vLatIPS). ROIs were first defined on the FreeSurfer

average cortical surface and then reverse-normalized to each subjects’ native anatomical surface. They were then projected into

the volume at the resolution of the functional data to produce binary masks.

For analyses that measured the cortical location of stimulus representations as a function of decoded memory states, we focused

on two specific cortical regions: the AnG and VTC. We selected these regions based on our previous work contrasting these specific

regions.20,27,28 These regions were also minimally overlapping with the attentional networks from which memory states were de-

coded. For the AnG, 3.0% of the voxels in the ROI overlapped with FPCN, 6.5% with DAN, and 0.06% with VAN. For the VTC,

0.005% of the voxels overlapped with FPCN, 21.0% with DAN, and 0% with VAN.

Using the automatic segmentation of hippocampal subfields (ASHS) machine learning toolbox66 applied to the T2 images, we ex-

tracted two hippocampal ROIs (CA1, CA23/DG) and three extra-hippocampal medial temporal lobe ROIs (entorhinal cortex, ERC;

perirhinal cortex, PRC; parahippocampal cortex, PHC).

Univariate Analyses
Univariate data analyses were conducted under the assumptions of the general linear model (GLM) using SPM12 (https://www.

fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The model included regressors for every List 2 trial (N = 384) as well as regressors for scan run and six
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motion parameters for each run. Resulting trial-level beta values were used for both pattern similarity and pattern classification

analyses.

Pattern Similarity Analyses
Stimulus-specific representations were measured by pattern similarity analyses, following the general procedures from a prior

study.11 From the GLM, we obtained a beta value for every presentation (16 each) of the 24 List 2 items. These betas were separated

according to odd versus even run numbers. We then averaged the betas for each object across all the even runs and, separately,

across all the odd runs. This resulted in a single, mean beta value for each object for the odd runs and the even runs. We then

computed the Fisher z-transformed Pearson correlation between the spatial pattern of beta values, within a given ROI, for each

pair of objects across odd and even runs (i.e., a correlation matrix). Correlations between the odd/even runs were divided into

two groups: within-stimulus correlations and across-stimulus correlations. Within-stimulus correlations (‘on-diagonal correlations’)

refer to correlations between the same stimulus [e.g., r(odd run bench, even run bench)]. Across-stimulus correlations (‘off-diagonal

correlations’) refer to correlations between different stimuli [e.g., r(odd run bench, even run suitcase)]. Importantly, across-stimulus

correlations were restricted to objects from the same instruction condition (encode or retrieve). The average across-stimulus corre-

lation within each instruction condition functioned as a baseline and was subtracted from the average within-stimulus correlation

within each instruction condition to produce a measure of stimulus-specific information. Values greater than 0 constituted positive

evidence for stimulus-specific representations. Stimulus-specific information was separately computed for each subject, ROI, and

instruction cue (encode, retrieve).

Pattern Classification Analyses
Pattern classification analyses were performed using penalized (L2) logistic regression (penalty parameter = 1), implemented via the

sklearnmodule in Python and customPython code. For each subject, and for individual networks/ROIs, leave-one-run-out cross vali-

dation was performed, using the 8 List 2 scan runs, to test whether encode/retrieve instruction trials could be reliably decoded. Clas-

sifiers were trained/tested using the spatial pattern of beta values within a specified network or ROI and classification was performed

on a trial-by-trial basis. Classifier performance was assessed in two ways: classification accuracy and classifier evidence. Classifi-

cation accuracy represents the percentage of trials for which the correct label (encode or retrieve) was assigned. Classification ac-

curacy was used for general assessment of classifier performance (i.e., whether instructions could be decoded). Classifier evidence

was a continuous value reflecting the logit-transformed probability that the classifier assigned to the correct label for each trial. Clas-

sifier evidence was used as a trial-specific, continuous measure of memory states, and was only used for testing whether stimulus-

specific representations varied as a function of decoded memory states (as described in the following section).

Stimulus-Specific Representations as a Function of Decoded Memory States
To test whether stimulus-specific representations (as measured by pattern similarity analyses) varied as a function of decodedmem-

ory states (indexed by pattern classifiers), we divided the 24 objects into two groups according to the strength of classifier evidence

(for an encoding versus retrieval state). This was performed in two ways. First, all of the 24 objects (regardless of whether they were

presented with an encode or retrieve instruction) were median split according to the mean classifier evidence for an encoding state

that they generated (averaged across the 16 presentations of each object). Objects with mean encoding evidence greater than the

median comprised the ‘encoding state’ group, and objects with mean evidence less than the median comprised the ‘retrieval state’

group. Note: the rationale for using a median-split of classifier evidence (as opposed to using the categorical label generated by the

classifier) is that the median-split approach ensured an equal number of trials in the encoding state and retrieval state groups.

The second way in which we performed this analysis was identical except that the median split was performed within each instruc-

tion condition (encode, retrieve) in order to control for the actual instruction on each trial. Specifically, the 12 objects that were pre-

sented with an encode instruction were median-split into ‘encoding state’ and ‘retrieval state’ groups according to the relative

strength of classifier evidence for an encoding state (above or below the median, respectively). Likewise, the 12 objects presented

with a retrieve instruction were also median-split into ‘encoding state’ and ‘retrieval state’ groups. The encoding state groups were

then averaged across the two instruction conditions to create a single encoding state group. Likewise, the retrieval state groups were

averaged across the two instruction conditions to create a single retrieval state group. The critical feature of this analysis approach is

that the objects assigned to each group contained an equal number of trials from each instruction condition. Thus, the encoding state

and retrieval state groups differed with respect to the relative strength of classifier evidence for encoding versus retrieval, but they did

not differ with respect to the proportion of trials associated with an encode versus retrieve instruction.

For both versions of this analysis, within-stimulus and across-stimulus pattern similarity analyses were performed for each group

(encoding state and retrieval state), following the same procedures described above (see Pattern Similarity Analyses). This yielded a

measure of stimulus-specific representations (within-stimulus � across-stimulus) as a function of decoded memory state.

Cross-Region Correlation Analyses
To test whether activation in hippocampal regions was differentially correlated with activation in visual and parietal cortical regions as

a function of encode versus retrieve instructions, we extracted trial-level univariate beta values from CA1 and CA23/DG and from the

three visual cortical ROIs (V1, LO, and VTC) and the three ventral parietal ROIs (vIPS, AnG, and vLatIPS). The beta values from each of

the hippocampal ROIs were then correlated with beta values from each visual/parietal ROI, separately for encode and retrieve trials.
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The resulting Pearson’s r values were Fisher Z transformed and subtracted (encode - retrieve), resulting in a single zRho value for

each hippocampal-cortical ROI pair and for each subject.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to assess stimulus-specific representations as a function of stimulus location (AnG, VTC)

and as a function of either instruction or decoded state (encoding, retrieval). Paired samples t tests were also used for follow-up an-

alyses of these data. Classification accuracy was compared to chance performance using permutation tests. Specifically, for each

subject and network/ROI, the condition labels (encode or retrieve) were shuffled and classification accuracy was then computed.

This was repeated 1000 times for each subject and network/ROI. Themean of these 1,000 values was used as an empirically derived,

subject-specific measure of chance performance. Paired samples t tests were used to compare the true (unshuffled) accuracies to

the means of the shuffled accuracies.
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